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Abstract: Formal safety analysis methods have gained a lot of importance during
the last years. All these methods have in common, that they rely on a formal
model of a system which describes desired, functional behavior as well as unwanted
erroneous behavior correctly. Most of the time the formal models are created in an
ad hoc manner. This is very error prone and therefore compromises the benefit of
the following formal analysis. In this paper we present a systematic approach to
formally model failure modes. The approach can be combined with most formal
safety analysis. We apply the method to a real world case study: a radio-based
railroad crossing. We illustrate the results by applying a formal safety analysis
method on the model. Copyright c©2007 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

One core question – in the context of technical
safety analysis – is to determine what components
of a safety-critical system must fail to allow the
system to cause some sort of damage (to humans,
items or the environment). Most safety analysis
techniques rely only on informal reasoning tech-
niques which depend heavily on skill, knowledge
and experience of the safety engineer. In the last
years formal safety analysis methods have been
developed, which can overcome this drawback.
But, like any other type of formal methods, they
are based on a formal model. In contrast to “nor-
mal” verification the models used for formal safety
analysis must not only model intended, functional
behavior but also unwanted, erroneous behavior.
While building a formal model that correctly de-
scribes a real system is always a difficult task,
building such a model which includes failures as
well is far more challenging.

In this paper we present an approach to building
such models systematically. The core idea is to
start with a model of the functional, failure-free
system and extend it subsequently following a cer-
tain scheme. The approach also gives construction
rules which guarantee that the initial functional
behavior is preserved. The approach is illustrated
on a real world case study and the combination
with one formal safety analysis method (DCCA)
is shown. Possible combination with other safety
analysis methods is outlined.

In Sec. 2 the basic concepts of the failure model
and rules for model extension are given. Sec.
3 presents the application to a real world case
study and its combination with DCCA. It also
outlines possible combination with other safety
analysis methods. Sec. 4 summarizes the results
and concludes the paper.



2. FORMAL FAILURE MODEL

For formal safety analysis it is not sufficient to
only model intended behavior. It is necessary to
model unwanted, erroneous behavior as well. Typ-
ically this is done, by building a model of the in-
tended behavior of the system and then extending
this model to also capture failure modes.

In the following it is assumed, that the models
are given in Statemate state charts semantics (see
Harel and Politi (1998) for details). However the
whole approach can be easily transfered to other
transition system based modelling languages like
finite automata or petri nets. A transition in this
semantics is a tuple cond/act of a trigger condi-
tion cond and an action act which is triggered
whenever the transition is taken. If a condition
of an outgoing transition of an active state eval-
uates to true then this transition will be taken
deterministically. If more then one transitions are
possible, then one will be chosen randomly. The
abbreviations cond means no action is to be taken
and /act is equivalent to true/act. Typically, the
condition is a predicate on the states of the sys-
tem, internal and external events. Actions are
normally used to generate internal events. Every
state of a state chart can either be a basic state
(semantically represented as a boolean variable)
or again a state chart. This allows to model sys-
tems hierarchically. Parallel composition of state
charts is synchronous and the graphical notion for
it is by separating parallel charts with a dashed
line. Static reactions sr are tuples of cond/act (like
transitions) which are associated to a basic state
or a state chart. They are executed in every time
step while the state is active.

In contrast to UML, Statemate state charts do not
have message queues. Events are not queued but
are only active one step in time. To compensate for
this, Statemate state charts support two different
time scales (micro and macro steps). External
events are only read at macro steps. The system
then reacts with a series of micro steps in which
only internal events are produced and consumed.
Once the system has become stable (i.e. no micro
steps are possible anymore), a new macro step is
taken and new external events are read.

sr:  rcv_status_req / Secured
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Fig. 1. Model of a crossing

The example shown in Fig. 1 is taken from the
application described in Sec. 3. The state charts
of Fig. 1 is a model of railroad crossing. The
states Opened and Closed denote if the barriers
are opened or closed. A change of states happens,
when a rcv open or rcv close request is sent to
the crossing. Whenever the barriers are closed
and a status request rcv status req is received,
the crossing signals a Secured signal (which is
consumed by the train control, see Sec. 3 for
details).

The question is now, how to integrate failure
modes into this model of the functional system.
The core idea here is to split this process into
two parts: one part is modelling how and when
the failure occurs and the other is to model the
direct, local effects of the failure.

2.1 Modelling occurrence patterns

The occurrence pattern of a failure mode describes
under what circumstances a failure mode occurs.
The most basic pattern is a transient failure mode,
which can appear and disappear completely ran-
dom. An example is the loss of a radio com-
munication message. Another frequent pattern is
a persistent failure. This is a failure which can
occur randomly, but will stay forever once it has
occurred. An example is a broken circuit, which
prevents the barriers from closing or opening. A
convenient way to model occurrence patterns in a
uniform manner are failure charts FC .

Every failure chart has (at least) the two states
“yes” and “no”. The semantics of these states is,
that the failure chart is in state “yes” if and only if
the failure mode is occurring. In Fig. 2 the failure
chart for a transient failure is shown while Fig. 3
shows a persistent failure.

yes no

Fails_Radio

Fig. 2. Transient failure:
Fails Radio

yes no

Fails_Close

Fig. 3. Persistent failure:
Fails Close

This approach also allows to easily model more
elaborate occurrence pattern. Fig. 4 shows a pat-
tern where a failure mode is persistent until main-
tenance. Other patterns which for example require
that a failure mode occurs at least a certain num-
ber of consequent time steps (e.g. loss of electrical
power) can be modeled analogously.

2.2 Modelling direct effects

The next step is to model the direct effects of the
failure mode. The existing functional model of the



yes no

maintenance

Fails_Stuck

Fig. 4. Persistent until maintenance: Fails Stuck

system (here the state chart Crossing) must be
extended, such that it also models failure modes.
This integration is very much application specific.
In Fig. 5 the direct effects of the following four
failure modes for the example have been modelled:

Fails Close The barriers ignore a close command

and fail to close.

Unasked Open The barriers open without a open

command.

Fails Stuck The barriers get stuck while opening

or closing.

Faulty Secured The control of the crossing falsely

emits a Secured signal

Table 1. Modelled Failure modes
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Fig. 5. Model of direct failure effects

Here, in(SC.s) denotes a predicate which is true
if and only if in the state chart SC the state s is
active.

2.3 Conservative extension

The complete model is then the (synchronous)
parallel composition of all failure charts and the
model of the direct effects. This is shown in Fig.
6.
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Fig. 6. Model with failure modes

An interesting and very important question is, if
the model Crossing+Failures of Fig. 6 is seman-
tically a super model of Crossing (see Fig. 1). In
other words: are all traces of Crossing also traces
of Crossing+Failures. Informally this means, that
the extended model includes the behavior of the
original model. This important property of an ex-
tension of a model is called conservative extension
i.e. it conservatively preserves the initial behavior.

The extension FM+δ of a model FM with a
failure mode δ with occurrence pattern FCδ is
conservative if the following five rules are followed:

(1) Start with the model FM of the behavior,
which should be preserved.

(2) Compose the failure chartsFCδ synchronously
on top level with FM.

(3) Assure, that in FCδ no micro steps are pos-
sible.

(4) To model direct effects
a) new states (and outgoing transitions

from these states) may be introduced,
but

b) other transition may only be introduced,
if their condition is of the form
ϕ ∧ in(FCδ.yes)

(5) The rest of FM may not be changed. This
in particular includes hierarchy and initial
states.

If these rules are followed, then the following
relation holds:

traces(FM)|variables(FM)

⊆

traces(FM+δ)|variables(FM)

Here traces(FM) denotes the set of all initial,
infinite traces of FM and traces(.)|vars denotes
the canonic restriction of these traces onto a set
vars of variables. V ariables(FM) denotes the
set of all variables of FM. To prove this it is
necessary to show, that the transition relation of
FM+δ includes the transition relation of FM
if only variables of FM are taken into account.
A sketch of the proof may be found in Ortmeier
(2005).

Note that rule (3) is only necessary for Statemate
state charts (because stability of the system is
calculated by taking all charts into account). If for
example only finite automata are taken as mod-
elling language, then this rule is not necessary.

While these rules are enough to ensure conserva-
tive extension, in practical applications an addi-
tional rule is very useful:

(6) If a new transition from State A to State B
according to rule (4) is introduced, then all
conditions of existing outgoing transitions of



State A are conjunctively linked with the
formula ¬in(FCδ.yes).

This rule has no influence on conservative trace
inclusion. If this rule is not followed some (usually)
unwanted behavior might occur. Assume, that
in Fig. 6 the transition from Opened to Closed
had not changed according to rule (6). So if
the crossing is in state Opened and the failure
Fails Close and the request rcv close occur at
the same time, then a failure and a functional
transition are active at the same time. The state
chart will then indeterministically take either the
(functional) transition to state Closed or the other
(failure mode model) transition and stay in state
Opened. In most applications this is an unwanted
effect, as it means that the failure occurs, but
its immediate effects do not take place. Therefore
rule (6) assures, that if a failure mode occurs (i.e.
the failure chart is in state “yes”) then its direct
effects will also take place. This helps a lot in
practice as it prevents many specification errors.

3. APPLICATION

To show the applicability of the presented fail-
ure model we describe an industrial case study
together with its formal analysis. This case study
is the reference case study of the german research
councils (DFG) priority program 1064. This pro-
gram aims at bringing together field-tested engi-
neering techniques with modern methods of the
domain of software engineering.

The German railway organization, Deutsche Bahn,
prepares a novel technique to control railroad
crossings: the decentralized, radio-based railroad
crossing control. This technique aims at medium
speed routes, i.e. routes with maximum speed of
160 km/h. An overview is given in Klose and
Thums (2002).

radio communication

central office

route

profile
defects

Fig. 7. Radio-based railroad crossing

The main difference between this technology and
the traditional control of railroad crossings is that
signals and sensors on the route are replaced by
radio communication and software computations
in the train and railroad crossing. This offers
cheaper and more flexible solutions, but also shifts
safety critical functionality from hardware to soft-
ware.

Instead of detecting an approaching train by a
sensor, the train computes the position where it
has to send a signal to secure the level crossing. To
calculate the activation point the train uses data
about its position, maximum deceleration and the
position of the crossing. Therefore the train has
to know the position of the railroad crossing, the
time needed to secure the railroad crossing, and its
current speed and position. The first two items are
memorized in a data store and the last two items
are measured by an odometer. For safety reasons a
safety margin is added to the activation distance.
This allows compensating some deviations in the
odometer. The system works as follows:

The train continuously computes its position.
When it approaches a crossing, it broadcasts a
‘secure’-request to the crossing. When the railroad
crossing receives the command ‘secure’, it switches
on the traffic lights, first the ‘yellow’ light, then
the ‘red’ light, and finally closes the barriers.
When they are closed, the railroad crossing is
‘secured’ for a certain period of time. The ‘stop’
signal on the train route, indicating an insecure
crossing, is also substituted by computation and
communication. Shortly before the train reaches
the ‘latest braking point’ (latest point, where it is
possible for the train to stop in front of the cross-
ing), it requests the status of the railroad crossing.
When the crossing is secured, it responds with
a ‘release’ signal which indicates, that the train
may pass the crossing. Otherwise the train has
to brake and stop before it reaches the crossing.
The railroad crossing periodically performs self-
diagnosis and automatically informs the central
office about defects and problems. The central
office is responsible for repair and provides route
descriptions for trains. These descriptions indicate
the positions of railroad crossings and maximum
speed on the route. The safety goal of the system
is clear: it must never happen, that the train is on
the crossing and a car is passing the crossing at the
same time. A well designed control system must
assure this property at least as long as no compo-
nent failures occur. The corresponding hazard H
is “a train passes the crossing and the crossing is
not secured”. This is the only hazard which will
be considered in this paper.

3.1 Formal model

We now give a brief description of the formal
model of this system. The system model consists
of three main parts: the train, the crossing and
the radio communication.

3.1.1. Model of the crossing The failure model
of the component crossing and the integrated
failure modes have already been shown in Sec. 2.



3.1.2. Model of the train control The train con-
trol supervises the position of the train, issues
closing requests to the crossing and ultimately
decides, if an emergency stop is necessary or not.
The train control is implemented in software on-
board the train. The formal model is given in
figure 8. Starting from its initial state idle the
chart goes into state wfc (‘wait for close’), if the
train approaches the crossing (pos close reached).
Simultaneously the train sends a signal requesting
to close the barriers.

yes no

Fails_Brake

wfsbrake

wfcidle

finish

NOT pos−close_reached

NOT pos_status_reached
pos_close_reached / close

pos_status_reached / snd_status_request

AND NOT pos_brake_reached

NOT rcv_secured

rcv_secured
(pos_brake_reached AND

pos_brake_reached and in(Fails_Brake.yes)

NOT in(Fails_Brake.yes)) / em_brake

Train

Train
+failure

Fig. 8. Model of the train control

Some time later the train sends a status request
message to the crossing and waits for an answer
(state wfs - ‘wait for status answer’). If the pos-
itive answer reaches the train in time, then the
control allows for passing the crossing and enters
state finish. If no acknowledge is received, the con-
trol issues an emergency stop (event em brake).
In this case the crossing must be secured manu-
ally, before the train may pass the crossing. Only
one failure mode was modeled for this compo-
nent: Fails Brake - This error describes the failure
of the brakes. It was modeled as a persistent
failure. pos close reached, pos status reached and
pos brake reached are predicates which are formu-
lated over the train physics. The physics model
of the train has three important properties: posi-
tion, speed and acceleration. The relation between
them are the normal ones. As the physics are
part of the environmental they are not subject to
failures.

3.1.3. Model of the communication It is part
of the case study to take communication delay
explicitly into account. To model this three addi-
tional charts (timerclosercv

, timerstatusrcv
,

timerackrcv
) are built. They allow to delay certain

transitions for n steps and consist of n states. If,
for example, the train sends a snd close signal to
the crossing, timer timerclosercv

starts a count-
down (in every step it makes a transition from
state m to state m − 1. starting from state n).
When finally timerclosercv

reaches state 0, the
condition rcv close becomes true which means
close signal is received by the crossing. Loss of
signals is modeled as failure mode Failure Radio.
This failure of communication prevents the signal

rcv close from being received. The other commu-
nication requests are modeled analogously.

3.2 DCCA

This model was used to analyze the system with
deductive cause-consequence analysis (DCCA).
We used SMV McMillan (1990) as model checker.
Translation of the use state charts into finite au-
tomata is straight forward. SMV was used, be-
cause its proof engine is much more powerful than
Statemate’s Design Verifier. It also shows that
the modelling approach can analogously be ap-
plied to other transition system based modelling
languages. In the following, we give a brief intro-
duction to DCCA and point out where and how
the failure model can be used together with this
analysis. The following formulas are in Computa-
tional Tree Logic(CTL) (for complete semantics
see Emerson (1990)). The goal of DCCA is to de-
termine which combinations of component failures
are necessary for system failure. Such potentially
critical sets of failure modes are called critical sets.
The central task of doing a DCCA is to identify
all minimal critical sets. These sets are defined as
follows:

Definition 1. critical set / minimal critical set
For a system SYS and a set of predicates describ-
ing failure modes ∆ a subset of component failures
Γ ⊆ ∆ is called critical for a system hazard, which
is described by a predicate logic formula H if

SY S |= E(λ until H) where λ :=
∧

δ∈(∆\Γ)

¬ δ

We call Γ a minimal critical set if Γ is critical and
no proper subset of Γ is critical.

Here, E(ϕ until ψ) denotes the existential CTL-
UNTIL-operator. It means there exists a path in
the model, such that ϕ holds until the property
ψ holds. The property critical set translates into
natural language as follows: there exists a path
such that the system hazard occurs without the
previous occurrence of any failures except those
which are in the critical set. In other words this
means, it is possible that the systems fails, if only
the component failures in the critical set occur.
Intuitively, criticality is not sufficient to define
a cause-consequence relationship. It is possible,
that a critical set comprises failure modes, which
have nothing to do with the hazard. Therefore, the
notion minimal critical set also requires, that no
proper subset of it is critical. So minimal critical
sets really describe what one would expect for a
cause-consequence relationship in safety analysis
to hold: firstly the causes may - but not necessarily
- lead to the consequence and secondly the causes



are necessary to allow the consequence to happen.
So the goal of DCCA is to find minimal critical
sets of failure modes. Testing all sets by brute
force would require an effort exponential in the
number of failure modes, but there are more
efficient strategies which make use of monotonicty
of cut sets (see Ortmeier et al. (2005) for details).

3.3 Combining DCCA and the failure model

DCCA integrates very smoothly into the pre-
sented failure model. If all failure modes are mod-
elled as described in the previous section, then
DCCA can be applied automatically to the sys-
tem. The predicate describing a failure mode is
then simply defined as “the corresponding failure
chart FC is in state yes” – i.e. δ[i] := in(FCi.yes).
The set of all failures ∆ is then defined anal-
ogously. As proof obligations of DCCA can be
generated automatically Güdemann et al. (2006)
the whole analysis can be automated.

This was done in a prototypical implementa-
tion for the example. Failure modes were added
as shown above and DCC analysis was done.
Generation of proof objectives was done semi-
automatically. All proofs were done using the
SMV model checker tool. The proofs took less
than 1 minute (for PosMax = 1000 and SpeedMax =
16). The following combinations of component
failures were found to be safety critical for the
hazard “train on crossing and barriers not closed”:

• {Unasked Open}
• {Fails Radio, Faulty Secured}
• {Fails Radio, Fails Brake}
• {Fails Close, Faulty Secured}
• {Fails Close, Fails Brake}
• {Fails Stuck, Faulty Secured}
• {Fails Stuck, Fails Brake}

The presented failure model can also be combined
with other formal safety analysis technique. It can
for example be used to analyze a system with
formal fault tree analysis as for example described
in Thums (2004). A combination with FMEA is
also possible.

4. CONCLUSION

We presented a way to systematically build mod-
els necessary for formal safety analysis. The idea
is to start with a model of the intended functional
system and extended it to also model failures.
During the extension, modelling of failures is split
into modelling of occurrence patterns and of di-
rect effects of failure modes. This allows to uni-
formly model a large class of occurence patterns
of failure modes (like transient, persistent etc.). It
also forms the basis to systematically apply safety

analysis methods like FMEA, FTA or DCCA. The
model extension is guaranteed to be conservative
– in the sense of trace inclusion – if a certain
set of extension rules is followed. The whole ap-
proach is applicable to most transition system
based modelling formalisms. In the paper, the
methodology has been combined with the safety
analysis method DCCA and has been applied to a
real world case study from transportation domain.
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